Two-frame random-element kinematograms were used to study the matching algorithm employed by the visual system to keep track of moving elements. Previous data have shown that the maximum spatial displacement detectable (dmax) for random-dot kinematogram stimuli increases both with increasing dot size and with decreasing centre frequency for spatially band-pass kinematograms. Both of these findings could be explained by either (i) a matching algorithm sensitive to the number of false targets in the display (informational limit) or (ii) spatial-frequency tuned sensors hardwired for detecting displacements of a constant proportion of their preferred frequency (phasebased limit). The present experiment was designed to differentiate between these alternative explanations. The stimuli were band-pass filtered (difference-of-Gaussian) random-dot patterns. The combination of six dot densities and three filter sizes produced 18 experimental conditions and allowed independent control of the spectral content and filtered-element density of the stimuli. When the dot density was high, dmax was larger for the coarse-filtered stimuli, as predicted by both theories. There was also a critical dot density for each filter size, above which dmax was constant but below which dma~ rose sharply. This critical density was higher for fine-filtered stimuli such that at the lowest dot density of 0.025%, dmax was constant for all filter sizes. In support of the informational limit model, dmx was found to be directly proportional to the two-dimensional spacing of filtered elements. In contrast, dmax varied from 0.6 to 8.5 cycles of the stimulus peak frequency, suggesting that a phase-based model of motion detection cannot account for the results.
INTRODUCTION
To determine the nature of the spatial mechanisms involved in motion detection, experimenters have found the random-dot kinematogram to be a useful tool (e.g. Julesz, 1971) . In the minimal case, two frames of random dots are successively exposed, the second being a translated version of the first. Both frames are viewed through a stationary window so that the boundaries of the moving pattern are not visible. Under appropriate conditions, this stimulus yields a sensation of smooth motion, even though the physical displacement is discrete and instantaneous. An important variable known to affect an observer's ability to detect the direction of motion is the magnitude of the displacement. Braddick (1974) originally reported that the maximum displacement detectable by subjects (d~ax) was around 15 arc min. For larger displacements, the motion system fails to make the correct correspondences for elements in the displays and the 'false matches' made between non-corresponding *A preliminary report of these findings was presented at the ARVO conference held in Sarasota, Fla during May 1992. tDepartment of Experimental Psychology, University of Oxford, South Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3UD, England.
dots result in a percept of spatially incoherent motion. Braddick subsequently showed that the value of dmax remained constant as the size of the dots was increased and he took this as evidence that motion detection in random-dot kinematograms (RDKs) could only occur over a limited spatial range. This result, together with the classical finding that discrete displacements of single elements can be detected over many degrees (e.g. Neuhaus, 1930) suggested that two distinct processes may be involved in motion detection--a short-range process activated by dense RDKs, and a long-range process activated by simple spatial patterns. Subsequent studies (Cavanagh, Boeglin & Favreau, 1985; Sato, 1990; Morgan, 1992) have extended Braddick's findings by varying dot size over a greater range. The common finding of these studies was that manipulations in dot size up to around 10--15 arc min have little effect on the magnitude of dmax, consistent with Braddick's results, but that dot sizes >15 arc min lead to proportional increases in dmax. In addition, several experimenters have reported that dmax is inversely proportional to the filter centre frequency with band-pass filtered RDKs (Chang & Julesz, 1985; De Bruyn & Orban, 1989; Cleary & Braddick, 1990a; Bischof & Di Lollo, 1990 . Starting with a 50% density random-dot pattern, the effects of band-pass filtering and varying the dot size are related in two respects. First, both affect what might be referred to as element density. Element density is used here to denote the number of elements in a given spatial region. Decreasing the filter centre frequency and increasing dot size both yield a coarsergrained texture, which reduces the number of elements in the display and hence the element density, according to this definition. Second, both of these manipulations lead to changes in the Fourier spectra of the patterns. For the filtered images, this is trivial as the filters are defined by their different spectral pass-bands. Increasing dot size has two effects on the pattern spectrum. First, there is a lowpass effect, in which the initial fall-off in amplitude occurs at the frequency equivalent to twice the dot width. Second, the amplitude of components at frequencies below this cut-off point increases. Empirically, Cleary and Braddick (1990a, b) have shown that the effects of low-pass filtering RDKs on dmax are similar to those of increasing dot size: for mild filtering there is no effect, but when the high-frequency cut-off falls below some critical point dma x begins to rise sharply. The generally accepted explanation for both of these effects is that the motion system itself has a low-pass characteristic (Cavanagh et al., 1985; Cleary & Braddick, 1990b) such that alterations to the high-frequency content of the stimuli are not detectable (and therefore are uninformative about the organization of the motion system).
What is it about increasing dot size and decreasing stimulus centre frequency that enables larger displacements to be sensed? Computationally, it is generally agreed that the answer lies in the fact that both of these manipulations lead to higher long-range correlations in the luminance distributions. This in turn allows correspondences to be sought over larger extents without the risk of encountering a false target. However, at an algorithmic level, it is not clear how the motion system exploits these characteristics of the patterns. There are at least two possibilities, which map on to the two independent effects on the stimuli discussed above. First, the motion system might employ spatial-frequency tuned sensors which are only capable of detecting displacements of magnitude less than some proportion of their preferred frequency. This idea, referred to here as the 'phase-based' hypothesis, has been expounded by many theoreticians in the form of Elaborated Reichardt detectors (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . Alternatively, individual sensors may have no fixed spatial limit but instead they may be constrained by the density of false targets (e.g. Eagle & Rogers, 1991; Lappin & Bell, 1976; Morgan, 1992) . In this 'information-based' hypothesis, increasing the number of false targets in a stimulus acts to make the correspondence problem more difficult, and so reduces dma x. In principle then, the same sensors are capable of supporting very different values of dmax for different stimuli--in particular, stimuli that vary in element density. This hypothesis is neutral with respect to the question of whether or not motion detectors are spatial-frequency tuned.
In all of the psychophysical studies mentioned previously, these two explanations are equally consistent with the evidence. In spite of this, all but one of the teams of authors has argued in favour of the phase-based hypothesis. The exception was Morgan (1992) , who argued that the spacing of zero-crossings in the output of a band-pass filter could explain the dmax variations he observed following dot size manipulations (an informational hypothesis). The experiment described in this paper aims to distinguish experimentally between these two hypotheses.
METHOD

Apparatus and stimuli
The images were spatially filtered random-dot patterns (RDPs), generated on a SUN 3/60 workstation with the HIPS package (Sharpimage Software, 1984) . The RDPs had one of six dot densities prior to filtering: 50%, 15%, 4%, 1%, 0.25% or 0.0625%, where one dot covered one pixel. Isotropic difference-of-Gaussians (DOGs) were used to band-pass filter the RDPs. The operation of convolution in the spatial domain is equivalent to multiplication in the Fourier domain and while all the filtering was actually performed in the Fourier domain, both phrasings are used (interchangeably) throughout this report. The two Gaussians were always balanced and the space constants were fixed in a ratio of 1 : 1.5 such that in the Fourier domain their half-amplitude full bandwidth was 1.8 octaves. In polar co-ordinates, an isotropic DOG filter has the 2-D Fourier transform
where f= frequency, the radial distance from the origin, 0 = orientation, ac = the SD of the centre Gaussian and as = the SD of the surround Gaussian. Three filter sizes were generated with the following values of ac: 1.06, 2.12 and 4.24 pixels. Viewing distance was 133 cm, so that pixel size was 2.05 arc min. The peak frequencies passed by these filters (fpeak) were 5, 2.5 and 1.25 c/deg respectively. Each filter was applied to all six RDPs, giving a total of 18 conditions (see Fig. 1 for examples) . A single 512 × 512 pixel 'parent' image was generated for each condition which wrapped around smoothly at each edge after the filtering. Images displayed in the experiment were a 256 × 256 pixel region (8.75 × 8.75 arc deg) chosen at random from the parent image.
The stimuli were two-frame kinematograms where the images were discretely displaced in a vertical direction between frames. There was no inter-stimulus interval (ISI) in any of the experimental conditions. Braddick (1973) and Shiori and Cavanagh (1990) have shown that a bright ISI can severely disrupt motion detection in twoframe kinematograms and manipulating the duration of FIGURE I. Nine examples of the stimuli used in the experiment. From top to bottom filter size is varied with fpeak = 5, 2.5 and 1.25 c/deg respectively (43.7, 21.8 and 10.9 c/image). From left to right, the initial dot density is 50%, 1% and 0.0625%.
an ISI whose luminance was equal to the mean luminance of the stimuli and to the inter-trial frame luminance may have confounded the task. The exposure duration of each frame was 100 msec. Stimulus presentation was controlled by a Commodore Amiga 2000, which also processed subjects' responses.
*The explanation for this lies in the fact that for a spatially-isolated 2-D DOG with an excitatory centre, more area is covered by intensity values below the mean than above it while the maximum intensity value is further away from the mean than is the minimal value. In contrast, when a spatially-extended noise pattern is filtered by a 2-D DOG, the intensity values are Gaussian distributed, such that equal areas are covered by intensity values below and above the mean and the extreme values are symmetrical around the mean.
The stimuli were displayed on a Panasonic WV-5410 grey-scale monitor (white P4 phosphor) whose refresh rate was 50 Hz. The images were defined by 32 grey levels and the display screen was linearized with the aid of a Minolta Luminance Meter LS-110 photometer. Grey level quantization introduced components outside the generating filter's pass-band into the displays but these were never higher than 2% of that filter'sfpc~k component amplitude. The maximum screen luminance value (Lm,x) was originally 76 cd/m 2, and the minimum luminance (L~.) was 10 cd/m 2. All stimuli were scaled to span this maximum range and thus had a Michelson contrast
However, this procedure meant that the mean luminance values (Line,n) tended to be lower for the lower-density patterns.* FIGURE 2. Examples of how 2-D peaks relate to image structure. The two images on the left show the peaks superimposed on the stimuli. The two images on the right show the peaks superimposed upon the stimuli following an additional stage of convolution with filters band-pass in both frequency (1.8 octaves) and orientation (35.25 deg). The stimulus in both upper images was a 50% RDP convolved with a DOG filter whose fpeak = 21.8 c/image. The stimulus in both lower images was a 0.0625% RDP convolved with a DOG whose fpeak = 10.9 c/image. Dawson and Di Lollo (1990) 
Procedure and subjects
Subjects viewed the stimuli monocularly with their dominant eye. The subject's head was supported in a chin-rest to ensure that the correct viewing distance was maintained. Subjects fixated a central grey spot and initiated each trial with a key-press. The fixation spot was present throughout the trial, but disappeared with the removal of the second dot pattern. The task of subjects was to indicate, by the appropriate key-press, whether the displacement appeared to be upwards or downwards. After their response to the stimulus, the fixation spot reappeared signalling that the next trial was ready for them to initiate.
A block of trials consisted of 100 motion sequences. There were five sets of 20 trials each of which contained different displacement values. In each set, a displacement in one direction (e.g. upwards) occurred on 10-trials, and the opposite displacement occurred on the other 10. Presentation order was randomized. Subjects performed three blocks of trials for each condition, making a total of 300 trials in all, with 60 trials for each displacement value. A psychometric function was then produced by plotting total percentage of errors against displacement. From this function, a single value was derived, defined as that displacement which produced 20% errors following linear interpolation of the data points (Baker & Braddick, 1982) . This value is subsequently referred to as dmax.
Three subjects took part in this experiment. All had normal vision and were experienced psychophysical observers. One subject, LJS, was naive as regards the purposes of the experiment.
Modelling the informational limit
Visual filtering and element spacing. In order to make quantitative predictions based on the informational hypothesis, it is first necessary to measure the pattern element density. A prior consideration to this is the nature of any spatial filtering that occurs in the early visual system (over and above the initial filtering of the RDKs to produce the stimuli). Several psychophysical and physiological findings suggest that the human motion system incorporates a set of filters that are band-pass in both spatial frequency and orientation (e.g. Anderson & Burr, 1989; Baker & Cynader, 1986; Keck, Montague & Burke, 1980; Watson & Turano, 1995) . Notwithstanding, estimates of the exact bandwidth and range of these filters vary across studies, probably as a consequence of the different nature of the experimental paradigms.
In order to encompass a range of possible systems, four different filtering regimes were considered. The first was actually a null condition, involving no additional filtering of the stimuli. In the three remaining case, band-pass DOG filters (1.8 octaves) were applied to the stimuli, where the peak frequency of the filter was coincident with that of the stimulus. In the first of these regimes, the tuning was isotropic and so the filters were exact copies of those used to produce the stimuli [see equation (1)]. The effects of applying such a filter a second time were relatively minor, essentially just slight 'ringing' in the images, due to the narrowing of the bandwidth (from 1.8 to 1.3 octaves). The remaining two regimes involved anisotropic filtering. The filters were constructed in the Fourier domain by multiplying the Fourier transform of an isotropic DOG by a function that was Gaussian bandpass in orientation. The filters used in these latter two regimes are defined in the Fourier domain by (2) where 0peak = the mean of the Gaussian (its peak tuning) and /~ = the SD of the Gaussian (half the bandwidth). 0peak was set to 0 deg, orthogonal to the axis of motion. was set to either 15 or 20 deg.
A measure of element density in the images subsequent to any additional filtering also requires a definition of what constitutes an element. The criteria for the definition adopted here were (i) that isolated 'blobs' in the pattern should be designated as single elements regardless of their size and (ii) that dense images should be broken down into elements whose mean spacing reflects ~ the periodicity of the particular filter used to generate the image. These criteria were influenced by the fact that the spatial filters in the early visual system are known to be relatively localized and to scale in size proportionally to their tuning to low frequencies (e.g. De Valois & De Valois, 1988) . A candidate that fits these criteria is the 2-D peak, which is defined at each pixel in the image whose luminance is higher than that of its eight immediately surrounding neighbours. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the 2-D peaks and the image structure for two of the conditions considered above.
Two further constraints were used in defining a 2-D peak. First, the spacing of peaks in the image was not allowed to exceed 2/3 where 2--the wavelength of the filter (in the case of additional filtering fpeak was held constant). This was essentially a thresholding device to prevent minor fluctuations in the intensity profiles from giving rise to a 2-D peaks, and is of small significance for both the behaviour of the model and the implied functioning of the visual system. Second, a consequence of the additional stage of filtering was to introduce lowintensity ripples into the patterns' features (see e.g. the lower right image in Fig. 2 ). Such features were removed by imposing a threshold value above the mean image intensity that had to be surpassed by each potential 2-D peak. This constraint was imposed so that isolated blobs in the stimulus image that were resolved at the second stage of filtering were represented by just a single 2-D peak. The effects of this threshold were mainly observed for the sparse patterns, where isolated blobs were common. For dense images (e.g. top-right of Fig. 2 ) the consequences of this threshold were minor, as the vast majority of potential peaks exceeded this threshold. This was desirable as each peak largely reflected the presence of spatial activity at that location, rather than the secondary ripples of an adjacent feature.
Even given this rationale for using 2-D peaks, it is important to note that other systems based on primitives such as centroids or zero-crossings could yield similar measurements of the distribution of elements and so the use of peaks is not a necessary part of the model. The next step required to make explicit the predictions of the informational hypothesis is to assess how the density of elements should affect dmax. A simple proposal is that it is the nearest-neighbour spacing of elements within an image that determines dmax [see Marr and Poggio (1979) for an analogous argument in the stereo domain]. One immediate question is whether this spacing should be measured in 1-D or 2-D. Psychophysical data suggest that motion detectors are tuned to a relatively narrow range of directions of motion (e.g. Ball & Sekuler, 1979) . In the present analysis, the mean spacing of 2-D peaks was measured along an axis orthogonal to the filter 0peak (parallel to the direction of motion), within a sector of angle + 2 fl, where fl = the SD of that filter's orientation tuning. Within an image, as the element density is halved the mean spacing of elements along any one line is approximately doubled. However, if neighbours are sought within an orientation band, then a Note that the bottom two images have a similar density while the top images has a much higher density. On the right are shown the Fourier amplitude spectra for the three filtered images. Note that the top two have energy at the same band, while the energy content of the bottom spectrum is at lower frequencies. The total power in the top and bottom spectra (i.e. the integral of the square of the 2-D amplitude spectra) is similar for the top and bottom patterns. The independent manipulation of spatial frequency and element density allows the information-based and phase-based hypotheses to be distinguished.
halving of element density leads to only a v/-2 increase in the mean 2-D spacing. The present model predicts that dmax will be equal to this 2-D spacing, within a constant scale factor, k. While in the most simple implementation of this model dmax would be limited to half the mean spacing of elements (the point at which approx. 50% of the matches will be false) this free parameter allows for the possibility that global attributes of the system, such as probability summation or co-operativity (e.g. Chang & Julesz, 1984; Ullman, 1979 ) might extend dma x. Furthermore, for the isotropic patterns, varying this scaling factor can also be thought of as varying the angle of the orientation band for nearest neighbour searching. This is discussed further in the Results section.
Predictions. Figure 3 illustrates how this analysis enables the information-based hypothesis to be disentangled from the phase-based hypothesis. . dma~ as a function of initial dot density for three different spatial-frequency conditions. Note the reversed co-ordinates along the abscissa. The lines running through these data are based on the hypothesis that dma~ is set by the mean spacing of 2-D peaks within the stimulus. There was no additional filtering of the stimulus prior to the extraction of the 2-D peaks.
experimental stimuli. The top and bottom images were originally identical 50% density RDPs, while the dot density of the middle image was 0.25%. The top two images were convolved with the same high-frequency DOG filter, while the bottom image was convolved with a DOG whose fpeak was two octaves lower. Consequently, the Fourier spectra of the top two images is similar, as shown on the far right, although the total energy content is greater for the higher-density pattern. In the bottom image, the spectrum is shifted towards the lower frequencies. A phase-based hypothesis would predict that dma x should be similar for the two stimuli shown at the top and be different (greater) for the bottom, lowerfrequency stimulus. On the informational hypothesis, a very different pattern of results is predicted. The isolated 2-D peaks are shown in the centre column. It is clear from these images that the 2-D peak spacing is similar for the lower two stimuli, but much smaller for the top one. The prediction then is that dma,, for this dense high-frequency pattern should be smaller than that for either the sparse highfrequency or the low-frequency patterns. The informational hypothesis also predicts that drnax for these latter two patterns should be similar.
Of course, the exact predictions of the informational hypothesis depend on the nature of the additional filtering. While the example given here is for the case of no additional filtering, it is important to note that differential predictions can be made for the two hypotheses for each of the four filtering regimes under consideration.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data are shown separately for the three subjects in Fig. 4 , where dmax is plotted against the initial dot density for the three filter conditions. The error bars represent + 1 SEM for each condition over the three blocks of trials. The results from the 50% density condition replicate the findings of Chang and Julesz (1985) and others discussed in the Introduction, with low-frequency filtering supporting larger displacement limits. However, as was pointed out earlier, these data do not yield differentiable predictions as the variations in the 2-D peak density also predict this same trend. The differential predictions of the two hypotheses are only revealed with low density stimuli. The phase hypothesis predicts that dmax will be invariant of dot density, and that the data will fall along three horizontal lines, one for each of the spatial frequency conditions. In contrast, the informational hypothesis predicts an increase in dma× with decreasing dot density.
It is clear from the graphs that at the lower dot densities the alma,, values for the different filter conditions converge. The three curves superimposed upon the data represent the theoretical predictions for the informational hypothesis for the regime of no additional filtering. The data are well-fitted by these predictions across the entire range of dot densities and spatial frequencies. The one free parameter, k, which sets the vertical position for all three curves on these co-ordinates, was defined individually for each subject by a least-squares fit.
The aspect of the data that is least well-fitted by the informational model is that at high dot densities dmax does not double as the filter fpeak is halved--the dmax values averaged across subjects being 13.5, 21.1 and 34.2 arc min or 1.125, 0.88 and 0.64 cycles of fpeak respectively. In fact, this trend for dmax to decrease for lower-frequency stimuli, in units of cycles of freak, is common to previous studies (e.g. Cleary & Braddick, 1990a; Bischof & Di Lollo, 1991) . It should be pointed out however that this is not a problem for the informational hypothesis alone. The phase hypothesis also predicts that dma,, should be a constant proportion of fpeak.
One account of this trend, which is compatible with both models, is that dmax falls off (in cycles of fp~ak) for lower frequencies because of the reduced contrast sensitivity there (Bischof & Di Lollo, 1991) . However, data from Cleary and Braddick (1990a, Fig. 8 & Di Lollo, 1991, Fig. 3 ). Another possibility is that cooperative interactions between local motion detectors allow dmax to be relatively increased for the higherfrequency patterns, as more sensors will be activated than for lower-frequency patterns (due to their finer scale). This issue remains to be resolved. Figure 5 shows dmax re-plotted against mean nearestneighbour spacing, instead of initial dot density, for each of the four filtering regimes. The graphs show the data averaged across subjects and the error bars show il SEM for this pooling. The predictions of the informational hypothesis under the three regimes of additional filtering were all similar to those derived from the regime of no additional filtering (shown at the top-left). Against these co-ordinates, the informational hypothesis now predicts that all data points will fall along a line of slope 1.0, i.e. that dma x = km, where m = the mean spacing of elements for the particular image. For the linear functions plotted through the data, the value of k (which controls the vertical position of the line on these co-ordinates) was varied using a least-squares technique. The fits are all close to the data, as attested by the high values of r 2. In contrast, the phase-based hypothesis predicts that the data from each of the three spatial frequency conditions should lie along separate horizontal lines. No evidence for such a trend was found under any of the filtering regimes, strongly suggesting that the information-based hypothesis provides the only convincing account of the data.
The fact that the second stage of filtering has little consequence on the predictions shows that the model is quite robust to variations in the orientation content of the images prior to extraction of the 2-D peaks. In fact, a good qualitative fit to the data is dependent on only three features in the model. First, for dense images, the spacing of elements must be determined by the periodicity of the filter. Second, for sparse patterns, the element spacing must be dependent solely on the initial dot spacing, prior to any filtering. Third, the element spacing must be considered in 2-D, so that for sparse patterns, halving the dot density leads to a v/-2 increase in dmax. Each of these three features would be preserved under a wide range of biologically plausible implementations of the model.
It is interesting to speculate on the relatively high values of k observed. If dmax were limited simply by nearest-neighbour matching, within the orientation band specified by the model, the expected values of k would be no more than 0.5. There are at least two reasons why this value might be exceeded. First, spatially global processes might allow the visual system to detect the correct overall direction of motion even when many of the nearestneighbour matches are false ones. This could take the form of a winner-take-all situation, as even when the proportion of correct matches is under a half, few of the false matches will share the same values of displacement magnitude and direction. Alternatively, co-operative interactions between motion detectors (e.g. Chang & Julesz, 1984) could increase dmax.
A second reason for the high values of k can be proposed for when the second stage of filtering was isotropic.* For these cases, the scaling factor can also be thought of varying the orientation band for nearestneighbour searching. Specifically, if the search for 2-D peaks was carded out over a 4-45 deg band instead of the presumed 4-180 deg band, the mean spacing of 2-D peaks would double, so that the best-fitting value of k would halve. For instance, to reduce k to 0.5 in the case of no additional filtering, the search band would have to be decreased from 4-80 deg by a factor of 1.62/0.5, i.e. to 4-35 deg.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The strong implication from these results is that element density and not spatial frequency determines dmax-Before this can be concluded, however, two other competing explanations need to be considered. The first concerns second-order processing (e.g. Chubb & Sperling, 1989; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989) . The second concerns the distinction between short-and long-range motion processes (e.g. Anstis, 1980; Braddick, 1980) .
Second-order motion processes
In recent years a new class of motion stimuli has been developed. These fall into a general category termed 'second-order' stimuli, although other terms used include 'driftbalanced', 'microbalaneed' and 'non-Fourier' (e.g. Chubb & Sperling, 1989; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989; Boulton & Baker, 1992) . The basic definition of these stimuli is that all require a non-linear transformation of the luminance distribution before a coherent motion signal can be detected. A simple example is a contrastmodulated sinusoid, whose contrast envelope is drifted while the underlying sinusoid or carrier is kept stationary (e.g. Derrington & Badcock, 1985) . For this stimulus, a 'first-order' motion detector---one that applies standard linear analysis to the luminance signal--will not extract a systematic motion signal. If the signal is non-linearly transformed, e.g. by squaring (e.g. Derdngton, Badcock & Holroyd, 1992) or half-wave rectification (e.g. *This scaling does not hold for the orientation-filtered patterns as the distribution of 2-D peaks is anisotropic. Furthermore the degree of anisotropy varies for the different stimuli, being more marked for the dense patterns, and almost absent from the sparse patterns. Thus, a single scaling factor would not be equivalent to varying the orientation band by a constant angle for the different stimulus conditions. Morgan, 1992) , then the motion can be extracted in the normal way. A possible explanation of the present data is that large displacements of the low density stimuli were detected not by sensors with an informational limit, but by phaselimited low-frequency sensors working on a rectified image. In order to test this hypothesis, a low and a high dot density pattern were initially convolved with the smallest DOG filter used in the experiment. Subsequently, these images were convolved a second time with the same high-frequency DOG filter to model early visual processing, then half-wave rectified and finally convolved with a low frequency DOG filter. The original RDPs, DOG filtered images and the results of rectification and subsequent low-frequency filtering are shown in Fig. 6 . At the end of this process, it was found that the two images had approximately the same Michelson contrast, demonstrating that the rectification was equally successfill at re-installing low frequencies into both patterns.
(Similar results were obtained with full-wave rectification.) Although this shows that, in principle, dmax for low density patterns may have been determined by lowfrequency second-order motion detectors with a phase limit, it also shows that such a process would have produced a similar dm~, for the higher density patterns. As this latter prediction is inconsistent with the empirical data, it seems that second-order motion processes based on a rectified version of the stimulus cannot explain the differences in dmax for high and low density patterns.
Short-and long-range processes
The second alternative explanation of these data is based on the dichotomy of short-and long-range motion processes (Braddick, 1974 (Braddick, , 1980 Anstis, 1980) . The long-range process is less well-defined than the shortrange process, but is considered to have a central rather than a peripheral site. Georgeson and Shackleton (1989) have suggested that the long-range process responds to edges in the sense of tokens derived from spatially coincident activity across spatial-frequency channels. Dense RDPs have generally been considered to isolate the short-range process, as there are no identifiable features for the long-range process to track (e.g. Nakayama & Tyler, 1981) . However, when the density is reduced it may be the case that the long-range process becomes increasingly operative and is responsible for the increase in dmax.
While this hypothesis cannot he rejected, parsimony and consistency argue against it. First, the data gathered here can be completely explained within the framework of a single motion system (based on the density of elements in the filtered output). Furthermore, Cavanagh and Mather (1989) have recently reviewed evidence that shows that most of the other defining characteristics of this dichotomy of processes may in fact be interpreted more parsimoniously in terms of a dichotomy of stimuli. Second, if low dot density patterns are presumed to stimulate the long-range process because they are sparse, one would also have to suppose that this is true for high FIGURE 6. The top two images show a 50% and a 0.0625% density RDP. Directly below these are shown the results of filtering these images with a DOG filter whose fpeak = 43.75 c/image and linearly scaling the contrast of both (as was done for the experimental stimuli). The half-amplitude full bandwidth of this filter is 1.8 octaves, and so if a DOG filter whose fp~k is four octaves lower is convolved with either filtered image, practically no energy will be passed. However if, prior to this, the images are convolved a second time with the same DOG with which they were generated, to simulate early visual filtering, and then half-wave rectified, some energy will be passed by this coarse filter (]'pe~,k = 5.47 c/image). The results of such a process can be seen in the bottom row. The contrast of these images has been scaled equivalently, and so it is clear that the rectification yields images that equally stimulate the coarse tiltcr.
density patterns that have been convolved with a lowfrequency filter. In this case, the increase in dm~x obtained when RDKs are filtered at an increasingly coarse scale would have to be considered as reflecting a gradual transition between the short-and long-range processes. In the past, however, it has been assumed that a single system (the short-range process) is stimulated by all band-pass filtered dense RDKs (Chang & Julesz, 1985; De Bruyn & Orban, 1989; Cleary & Braddick, 1990a; Bischof & Di Lollo, 1990 . In sum, while this alternative cannot be rejected, the adoption of a dichotomy of processes operationally distinguished on the basis of the stimulus density would seem unwarranted.
Models of motion detection
It is of interest to note that with the highest-frequency patterns, the magnitude of dm~x was as large as 8.5 times the period of the stimulus peak frequency. This is at odds with the predictions of both gradient and correlator models of motion detection (e.g. Marr & Ullman, 1981; van Santen & Sperling, 1985) . For two-frame apparent motion sequences, both of these classes of models predict that dm~× should be limited to around half a cycle of the peak spatial frequency of the front-end filters. Bischof and Di Lollo (1991) have argued that this limit can be extended to around one cycle offpea k when the stimuli are isotropic, on the assumption that off-axis orientation tuned motion sensors operate in the system. However, even this extended limit falls well short of the values obtained empirically in the present study. If motion detection is spatial-frequency tuned, then the band-pass stimuli used in this experiment should have isolated a narrow range of such mechanisms. The fact that dma,, was not only variable, when spatial frequency was held constant, but also rose to such a high value suggests that these models do not provide an adequate account of human motion processing [see also Braddick and Cleary (1991) and Morgan (1992) for similar analyses].
Instead, the present results are more consistent with models of motion detection based on informationally limited sensors. Several such models have been proposed (e.g. Lappin & Bell, 1976; Ullman, 1979; Dawson, 1992) . Interestingly, Ullman's and Dawson's correspondencebased models of motion detection were proposed specifically to model the long-range process, while Lappin and Bell linked their model with the short-range process. The results presented in this paper suggests that this class of models can account for a far wider range of data than had previously been realized.
Dot size and spatial frequency content
The evidence showing that dm~x varies as a function of both dot size with unfiltered RDKs and filter size with band-pass RDKs was reviewed in the Introduction. The results reported in this paper suggest that both of these effects are due to the changes in element spacing, rather than changes in the spectral content of the stimuli per se. The informational hypothesis proposed has much in common with Morgan's (1992) model of motion detection. He modelled his own dmax data, obtained with RDK stimuli over a range of dot sizes, by first convolving the stimuli with a Laplacian of a Gaussian operator and then measuring the mean separation of like-signed zerocrossings in the output image. While the informationbased model used in this paper lacks a filtering stage this is primarily because it would have had little impact on the density of 2-D peaks since the stimuli were already bandpass filtered. Since unfiltered RDKs stimulate a range of filter sizes in early vision, the success of Morgan's filterbased model is strong evidence in favour of a filtering stage prior to motion detection. Eagle and Rogers (1992) specifically investigated the spatial-frequency tuning of motion detectors with two-frame broad-band patterns and concluded that multiple channels are operative, the finest of which is tuned to around 1.33 c/deg. Eagle and Rogers (1991) and Morgan and Fahle (1992) have proposed that dmax for RDKs in which dot density is varied, is determined primarily by false target spacing in the output of the coarsest filter (the only filter in Morgan and Fahle's model) . If this were the only factor, then the function relating dm~x to dot density would be fiat for high densities, and approach a slope of -0.5 at lower densities. In fact, the pattern of results is more complicated than this and depends on the stimulus mean luminance and contrast, both of which are also affected by varying dot density. Independent of dot density, as the mean luminance is decreased dmax rises, and as contrast is decreased dmax falls. Eagle (1992) has shown that when these effects are taken into consideration, the residual effects of varying dot density on dmax are as predicted by the informational hypothesis. In the present paper, the mean luminance and Michelson contrast were held constant for all stimuli. The fact that all data could be explained by an informational hypothesis offers support for this interpretation of the dot density data.
Dot density of RDKs
Micro-pattern density of random-Gabor kinematograms
In two studies that are highly relevant to the present findings, Baker (1991, 1993a) used 'random Gabor kinematogram' stimuli to investigate the effects of density and spatial frequency manipulations on motion detection. In one experiment, dmax was measured as a function of the number of Gabor patches in the display. The centre frequencies of their stimuli were 4.5, 2.25 and 1.125 c/deg--very close to those used in the experiment reported here. In contrast to the present findings, however, they found that dma,, was just greater than half a cycle of the underlying sinusoid at the highest densities, and that initial reductions in density had no effect on dma,,-At some critical density there was a sudden improvement in dma,,, which was as great as a quadrupling following a 15% decrease in density (Boulton & Baker, 1991, Fig. 5) . Following this sudden improvement, subsequent reductions in density yielded minor increases in dm~x. Boulton and Baker (1993a) As a consequence, the bandwidth of their Gabor micropatterns was narrower than that of the DOG filter used in the present study (half amplitude bandwidth =0.74 octaves as opposed to 1.8 octaves) as shown in Fig.  7(c, d) . However, while it is important to limit the bandwidth of the stimulus in these experiments, it is crucial that the task of direction discrimination should not be confounded by using periodic, or quasi-periodic stimuli, dmax for a sine-wave grating is just under 2/2 across a wide range of spatial frequencies (Bischof & Di Lollo, 1990 ). It cannot be concluded from this that there is a spatial or spatial-frequency limit on dmax. Rather, there is simply no information present about larger jumps that can distinguish them from smaller jumps (e.g. a ] 2 jump right is physically equivalent to a ¼ 2 jump left when viewed through a stationary window). The danger, then, of using periodic stimuli to measure motion detection limits is that properties of the stimulus become confounded with properties of the visual system. One way of demonstrating the periodicity of a pattern is through its auto-correlation function--a principle that has been used to model motion detection by Reichardt (1961) and more recently by Cleary and Braddick (1990a) . The auto-correlation functions of the DOG and the Gabor, computed by taking the Fourier transform of the images' power spectra, are shown in Fig. 7 (e, f) respectively. Boulton and Baker (1991) argued that because at very high densities the stimuli appeared globally periodic (their Fig. 2 , p. 81), this would have artificially constrained dmax. Consistent with this, some raw data shown in Boulton and Baker (1993a, Fig. 8a) demonstrate that direction discrimination as a function of displacement for such conditions is periodic, with 20% errors initially being elicited by displacements of around ½ 2, followed by errors of around 80% for displacements of 42, with errors of 20% again being found for displacements of ~ 2. Could this stimulus periodicity account for the differences in their data and those reported in the present paper for low density stimuli too? The sudden improvement in dmax that Boulton and Baker (1991, Fig. 5) observed occurred at a different absolute number of Gabor patches for their three spatial-frequency conditions, with lower critical numbers for lower-frequency stimuli. However, Boulton and Baker (1993a) have shown that this is not caused by changing spatial frequency but by the co-variation in the Gaussian envelope size. Their Fig. 4 shows that the same results can be found when spatial frequency is held constant and only the Gaussian envelope is changed. It is possible that this finding reflects the fact that when the Gaussian envelope was larger the stimuli covered a larger area and thus the breakdown in global periodicity (as the Gabor patches began to separate out) would have occurred at a proportionally lower density. That this sudden improvement in performance was followed by a much more gradual improvement can be explained by reference to the raw data on direction discrimination (Boulton & Baker, 1993a, Fig. 8a-c) . At high densities, errors rose to 80% for displacements of 42. As the density was decreased, the periodicity of the psychometric function gradually fell off. dma,, was defined as the 20% errors point when the psychometric function first enclosed the range of 10-35% errors. This meant that dma,, did not change until the error rate at about 4 2 fell below 35% at displacements (see their Fig. 8b ). At this point, because displacements beyond around 4 2 would have yielded even fewer errors, dmax would have increased suddenly. This new dmax would have been set, most likely, by the spacing of the actual Gabor patches rather than the lobes *Boulton and Baker's two-process theory also depends in part on evidence from experiments in which the temporal nature of the stimuli were manipulated. In particular, Boulton and Baker (1993b) report an increase in dm~ for dense random-Gabor stimuli when the SOA is increased. The discussion of these data is outside the scope of the present paper. It is important to note, however, that such an effect could not be the basis of the present results as the temporal parameters of the display were kept constant for all conditions. of a single Gabor patch. The subsequent gradual improvements in dmax with decreasing density can then be seen to correspond to the smooth improvements seen with the DOG stimuli used in the present study. The foregoing argument can also account for another of Boulton and Baker's findings, without invoking a duality of motion processes. They found that motion detection was difficult for dense stimuli as the spatial frequency of the Gabor patches was varied between frame one and frame two, but was unaffected by spatialfrequency changes for sparse patterns (Boulton & Baker, 1992) . For dense patterns, altering the spatial frequency represents an expansion/compression of the carrier (the Gaussian envelope was kept at a fixed size). If at high densities, dmax is related to matching the individual lobes within a Gabor patch then this expansion plus a displacement will mean that some lobes are matched to the left and some to the right. This confusion may account for the erratic direction discrimination performance that was observed. Only for relatively large stimulus displacements would variations in spatial frequency have no effect on the direction in which the lobes move (although their magnitude would still be affected). However, it was argued above that large displacements were, in principle, only detectable with their sparse stimuli. Therefore, it is possible that a single informationbased process can explain this entire pattern of results.* SUMMARY In this paper, it has been argued that the previous findings showing that dmax varies systematically with the spatial frequency and dot size of random-element kinematograms have two interpretations, i.e. an information limit to the motion system and a phase-based limit. The results of the present study show that dma,, is only affected by element density. Thus, manipulations of the stimulus spatial structure such as spatial frequency, element size and perhaps eccentricity, have no effect on dmax per se, but lead to changes only when there is a covariation in the density of elements subsequent to visual filtering. An information-based model, in which the upper displacement limit is proportional to the spacing of false matches, provides a good quantitative fit to these data.
